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Welcome to WEtW!
Thank you for purchasing Wind and Water: Puzzle Battles (orW&W how we call it for short) and for

supporting Independent Games.We have invested a countless amount of effort and hours of sleep to bring

you a new, one-of-a-kind Puzzle game that we hope you will enjoy! Wind and Water: Puzzle Battles features a

unique puzzle gaming experience to both casual players who want to play some quick matches in the various

Arcade modes, and to hardcore gamers who will try to master every move and technique.W&W features: a deep

and complex Puzzle engine, more than 20 hours of Story Mode gamepiay,a (hopefully) funny storyline where

you will guide Amy through the creation of W&W, several minigames, anime intro, cutscenes, studio-recorded

soundtrack, and a tons of uniockables; including the Making of Wind and Water: Puzzle Battles, and the Yuan

Works Museum.

We wish that you will have fun playing a game that started with a pixel and then became a dream come true,

and we hope that it will encourage you to remember a time when video-games were made out of real

dedication and love; instead of being big commercial projects! Well, it's time to grab your Dreamcast and

start playing (though we suggest reading the manual first; we kept spoilers as limited as possible)!

Yuan-Hsi and Yuan-Hao Chiang
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DdJJd Cuiitrob

4>D'PAD
AtdItWk Navigate

tyitMah Move Cursor

Explore Map

A START
Accept / Enter

Pause / Open Menu

Min;y Skip Dialog

i'JffTO Retry Puzzle

lai TRIGGER
efiV'ii:* Drop Panel*

^ pi.ufc View Special Mission

Drive Speeder

Change Stage

O BUTTON
Mlil.-v Help / Replay Dialog

jiFliBl General Help

O BUTTON
Accept / Enter

Rotate Blocks

Clockwise

M<u;V Accept Mission

H TRIGGER
Super Cancel*

trkJil-VA Normal Mission
ni JiiP Teleport To Element

jiwd* Change Stage

O BUTTON
Cancel / Return

Rotate Blocks
*

' ‘Ul l^ Counter-clockwise

Gettins Started

AUTOSAVE FEATURE LANGUAGE AND PLAYER NAME
This game requires 4 blocks of

free memory. Before starting

the game, insert your VMU into

the controller. This game saves

automatically. Do not insert or

remove the VMU while the

game is running since the auto

save function will be disabled.

First, select the language

you want the game to be

displayed in, and then write

the name for your save file.

You can change these

settings in the Options

later.



Mujn Myiju

Help Amy restore the Five Chinese Elements and

gather contestants for the Wind and Water: Puzzle

Battles Arcade Tournament through 6 Worlds and

more than 100 Stages! Will Yuan and Hao be able

to finish the game on time? It's up to you! <2!3i9

Solve Puzzles by clearing all the Color Blocks on

the board using a limited number of moves! Put

your Combos, Elementals, Chains, and every move
to test in the Puzzle Mode!(&U£i9

Play an Endless match against the Press for a

Hi Score, a Time Battle or a Versus Battle

match versus another player or the computer,

or hone your skills in the Practice Mode.

View your Personal Stats and Records <ZSiD,as well

as new unlocked game features including Minigames,

the Making of Wind and Water: Puzzle Battles, the

Yuan Works Museum, and Game Credits.

Learn how to play this game, from the most basic

moves to advanced master tactics through 9 detailed

tutorials.

Switch the Game Language, change the Player

Name, and set your Custom Sprite Code. ^0^

I



Combos Any blocks of the same Element

adjacent to the diamond pattern

will also burst.

This is called a Combo and it can

open a Time Combo or Chain Timer!

I
Burstins Elements

[I
When 4 matching Element blocks are arranged in the same

I diamond pattern as the cursor, they burst, and the rest of

|| the board falls to fill up the space left by the clear.

There are five different colored Element blocks that make up the board:

Fire, Water, Wood, Metal, and Earth; as well as a cursor that surrounds

4 blocks.You can move the cursor around with the D-pad, and rotate the

blocks inside with the A or B buttons.

The cursor



Full Combos
All of the blocks of one Element

can be linked together and

cleared in one single move.

Full Combos lower the Press 3

levels.

Elementals

Chains

It is possible to burst two or more

different kinds of Elements

simultaneously. Elementals add

more time than Combos when

opening aTime Combo or Chain.

When Elements are cleared, the empty space is quickly filled with more falling

blocks. Chains occur when another clear is triggered at the exact same time that the

blocks fall.The blocks can be moved while the board is hanging in mid air as long as

there are at least 4 blocks inside the cursor. Each consecutive Chain gives more points

than the previous one.



There’s a Special Gauge that fills up whenever Elements are cleared.

When it reaches the middle, the Wind Element appears. If Wind isn’t

used and the Gauge is completely filled, the Void Element appears.

Wind and Water Clear
When the Wind Element is coupled with three more Water blocks

form, all the Water blocks from the board are cleared at once.

Doing so drains half of the Special Gauge.

in diamond

Void Clear
When the Void Element is coupled with three more matching

blocks of the same kind, all the blocks of that Element are

cleared. Half of the Special Gauge is drained in a Void Clear.

Full Clear
If all the Five Elements plus the Wind Element surround the Void Block, the whole board gets cleared in a

Full Clear move! This move will completely drain the Special Gauge but really pays off!



The Press I
The black Press at the bottom of the board will ascend

depending on the Speed Level or the attack of another

player.When the Press reaches the top, the game or

match is over. Clearing blocks will make the Press

descend, and Special Clears will do it faster!

The Press will not move while

the Time Combo or Time

Chain Timers are running.

Difficulty Levels

There are three Difficulty Levels. The Normal Level has

Wind and Void as Special Elements. In Hard, the Wind
Element becomes a regular block, so there are no Wind
and Water Clears. In Master, the Void Element becomes

a normal block as well, and there is no Special Gauge.
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There are three Skill Levels which dramatically change the gameplay:Time Combo Automatic Maximum

(Beginner), Time Combo Extended (Advanced), and Time Chain Super Cancel (Expert).

•TIME COM&<^
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Ideal for new players
For players more familiar with

Time Combos

For players advanced in Time

Combos and Chains

15-second or 20-second Auto Time

Combo Timer with no increments

Variable Time Combo Timer

extendable when blocks are cleared

Variable Time Chain Timer:

blocks suspend in mid-air

7-second Recovery Time between

Time Combos
Infinite maximum Timer Cancellable into Time Combo EX-f-

No Time Chains No Time Chains Blue Time Combo

Time Combos and

Time Combo
When a Time Combo Timer is opened, all

the blocks cleared except in Chains or

Special Clears add up to become a global

Time Combo until the Timer ends.

Chains

Time Chain
The Time Chain Timer allows blocks to

suspend in mid>air while the timer is

running, giving you time to plan chains,

which become Time Chains.



Time Combo Automatic Maximum
In Time Combo Auto Max (Beginner), any Combo or Elemental will open

a 15-second Time Combo Timer.When the Timer ends, an Auto Gauge

appears. Time Combos cannot be started while the Auto Gauge fills up.

A Special Clear opens a 20-second Timer.
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Time Combo Extended
In Time Combo EX (intermediate), the Timer will depend on

the size and type of move. Bigger Combos will open more

Time. Time is also added as Time Combos (but not Chains)

are performed while the Timer is running. Though this Skill

does not give as much time as the Beginner Skill, there is no

Auto Gauge and you can start a Time Combo at any time.



Time Chain Super Cancel

BLUE TIME COMBO

Time Combo. However, in this mode the Timer runs very

slowly when no dction is tsken, but sny move mskes it run

very fast, so try to clear as many blocks as possible using a

limited number of moves.



If you purchased a Custom Sprite for the Dreamcast or

GP2X version, you can use it in your own copy of Wind
and Water: Puzzle Battles and see it in the Player StatsI

Go to the Option Menu and select the Custom Sprite

option. Enter the code that you received in your e-mail

using Up and Down to cycle through the numbers and

Left or Right to switch between number positions; then

press Start and select the OK button, and your Custom
Sprite will appear. If you receive a CODE ERROR message,

please double check your number. The sprite information

will be saved to your VMU. If you wish to remove your

Sprite, simply set the code to Zeros and press Start, then

OK.

If you have any questions or inquiries concerning the

Custom Sprite e-mail us at contact@yuanworks.com

Press Sbarb when you're ready



ARCADE
Puzzle Battles

In Puzzle Battles, the goal is to attack the opponent by

performing any kind of clears to make their Press ascend

to the top. The press will be lowered by making clears too.

The first player to win 2 rounds is the victor. Players can

set their own Skill and Difficulty Level of choice.

Stance Selection
The Stance determines how much of your moves are dedicated to defense and attack.

Aggressive sends big attacks and keeps little defense, while Defensive sends little

attack but cancels more incoming damage.

Computer Difficulty

When playing a match against the Computer, there are

seven Difficulty Settings. The computer will always play

on the same Skill Level that you select.



Danger Gauge
When playing a VS Arcade Battle, the lower part of the

board has Attack and Defense parameters:

10 points of Attack add one level Press Damage to the

opponent, while 10 points of Defense will lower the Press

by one level.

While the Time Combo or Chain Timer is running, no

damage will be received. Instead, Attack and Defense

in reserve will build up. After the Timer ends, if a player's

Defense is lower than the Attack of the opponent,

damage is received. If the damage is high, the Danger

Gauge appears and the stronger the incoming attack, the

slower the Gauge fills up.

DANGER

Danger! While the Danger Timer is running, you

cannot open the Time Combo or Time Chain timer!^

Danger Break
Time Combos or Time Chains cannot be opened while the Danger Gauge fills up. However, Elementals,

Wind and Water, Void and Full Void Clears can Break the Danger Gauge and open a Time Combo or Chain,

giving a chance to retaliate. But when the Timer ends, damage not countered will still be received!



STORY
Wind and Water: Puzzle Battles is the first Yuan Works Puzzle Battle Grand

Contest. Several challengers step up! Original Wind and Water characters like

Amy, Yuan Works favorites, Yuan Works staff themselves, and some surprises

all come together to compete against one another in an all nevY Arcade Puzzle

Game!

But there’s a problem... the Arcade version of the game hasn’t been finished

yet! And the cast is yet to be found! Help Amy solve the Challenges, restore

the Elements, and gather the cast for the Tournament to take place! Amy has

to hurry up and help Yuan Works finish this game before the deadline! She

will also have to learn about making games along the way! Can she do it? n... bhis place is kinda empby...

Yuan Works Shop
The game features a Shop! Use the Up and Down
arrows to scroll, and press Left and Right to cycle

between regular items and Museum unlockables

after clearing the second Element Challenge.

Press B to get an item description from “Shucks”.

While you advance in the game, new items will

appear in the Shop so don't forget to visit "Shucks”

regularly!
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Overworld Map
In the Story Mode, there are several actions that can be performed
in the Overworld Map. Move Amy around with the D-pad. Select and
confirm a Stage with the B Button. When a Stage has been cleared,
it reveals a path that leads to another Stage. On a cleared Stage, you
can review the dialogue with the X Button if it has one.You can also
skip it with the Start Button. The Stages are very varied, but if you
need help on a Stage goal, press the X Button during game play to view the objectives. There are cerMn Stages
that have two exits. The exits you get depend on the Stage Rank you get when you clear them!

There are several Minigame Challenges in the Story Mode. Each Minigame has instructions on how to Clear
them. Minigames get harder as you progress through the Story Mode!

The Story Mode has many secrets and surprises.The ending and Story you see depends on your skills as a gamer!



EXTRA
Minigame Mode
While playing the Story Mode, you'll encounter

various Minigame Challenges! After clearing a

Minigame you can purchase it at the Shop and

play them in the Minigame Mode or at the Game
Center to earn more points! You'll earn more

Yuan Points on the Hardest difficulty setting,

but Minigames are harder to beat that way!

Making of W&W
After clearing the first Element Challenge on the

Story Mode, you can enter the Making of Wind

and Water: Puzzle Battles! You'll have to Clear

certain Challenges to unlock the different slides.

02. Early characber concepbs mnEnu
]

•* 03. Origins dF UJind and UJaber [sirafegfi^

04. Rsian landscapes 1

05. Rnimabtan Theaber Cl] Pi j I ^ flD 1

rDo 100 Combos

To view the description of the challenges that you

haven't cleared, you have to buy Slide Packs at the

Shop!
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Yuan Works Museum
After the second Element Challenge, you can enter

the Yuan Works Museum! It contains the Character

Bios, History of our previous projects, and an Art

Gallery. New items for the Yuan Works Museum will

be available at the Shop as you make progress on the

Story Mode! To purchase new Museum items, press

Left or Right at the Shop.

In the Museum, press Left and Right to switch

between Biography, History, and Art Gallery sections.

Player Stats

Rmy is Yuan Works' newEsb characbEr, and
bhs sbar oF Wind and WabEr: PuzzIe BabblEs!

Shs's a chEsry girl who buES gamES, manga,
and animsl Rmy likES bo barn aboub making
gamss, bub hEr bsmpEr makss ib kinda hard!

The Player Stats show your progress through the game,

such as the amount of hours played in each Mode, Story

Mode completion percentage, items, total Combos, etc.

Press Up/Left or Down/Right to scroll through the pages,

and the R and L Triggers to switch between the different

Skill and Difficulty Levels. If you own a Custom Sprite,

press X to switch between the map and your Sprite!

TOTHU Time PLRYI
RRCRDE mODE
STORY mODE
PUZZLE mODE

03:3E;HH
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Credits
View the Credits of Wind and Water: Puzzle Battles.



PUZZLE
In the Puzzle Mode you have a limited number

of moves to clear all the colored blocks.

Each time you rotate the blocks In any direction,

you lose one move. If all moves are used up and

the Puzzle isn’t solved, you fail!

You can choose any Stage you have cleared.

Press the L and R Triggers to Change the Letter

and the D-Pad to select a number. Press B to

start the Stage.

To retry a Puzzle or quit, press Start. To read the

Help instructions during the game press the X

button.

SOLVING PUZZLE C7
Puzzles start very easy, but they get harder as you progress! You'll have to use every Special Move; such as

Combos, Chains, Elementals,Wind and Water, Void, and Full Clears! Here's a demonstration on hovr to

solve puzzle C7:
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